SPACE SYSTEMS

PAZ satellite starts its journey to space
The PAZ Earth observation satellite built by Airbus in Madrid is about to be
loaded into its container to be transported to Vandenberg, in California, where
it will be launched on January 30th, 2018.

PAZ satellite moments before being loaded into its container

Madrid, 19/12/2017 – Loading and transport of the Spanish Earth observation satellite, PAZ,
is underway. Airbus engineers in Madrid are installing the 1,400 kg satellite into the container
that will protect it during its journey to the Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. In
addition to the satellite, the team will also transport the electrical and mechanical ground
support equipment plus all the testing and conditioning devices needed to prepare the
satellite for its launch. Three trucks will transport the satellite and its equipment to the
Spanish Air Force Base at Torrejón de Ardóz, where it will be loaded into the air freighter that
will take it to the USA.
A team of 15 Airbus space technicians and engineers will travel to Vandenberg to receive the
satellite and the equipment. Test systems will be assembled to check the satellite’s health,
and batteries will be installed prior to fuelling when the spacecraft will be ready for launch.
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The team will also install a bespoke payload adapter to integrate the satellite onto the
launcher.
***
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2016, it generated revenues of € 67 billion
and employed a workforce of around 134,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger airliners
from 100 to more than 600 seats and business aviation products. Airbus is also a European leader providing
tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one of the world’s leading space companies. In
helicopters, Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions worldwide.
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